CDM Purpose, Creed & Practice
Purpose
Our purpose is to teach and to serve spiritual evolvement through our
faith and practice.
We are dedicated to providing the opportunity, for anyone who wishes,
to follow this spiritual way.

Creed
We believe in Cosmic Consciousness which encompasses all realities,
and in the Christ Force which enables us to experience this Consciousness within ourselves. When we are attuned with the Christ Force, we
can create in harmony with both spiritual and physical reality.
Spiritual freedom makes all things possible. As we create in this and
other realities, we evolve through cycles of growth and change. As Spirit, we use the material world as a vehicle to reunite our individual
spark with the Cosmic.
Jesus asked, “For what is a man advantaged, if he gain the whole
world, and lose himself, or be cast away?” We believe that nothing in
this world is worth exchanging for a one to one contact between the
Cosmic and a living soul.

Practice
Our practice is to consciously manifest ourselves as spirit within a
body. We do this by turning within each day to communicate with the
God of our Heart, and to cleanse and to own our energy system. In this
way, we maintain our neutrality and amusement.

Psychic
Reading
Know
Yourself,
See yourself clearly
and Spirit!
You Are
Take Charge of your life!

As we create our reality within our personal space and use our spiritual
abilities, we teach and heal ourselves and others.
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CDM Spiritual Center
www.c-d-m.org

Hello

Welcome to your psychic reading.
We use our clairvoyance or neutral spiritual sight to read you.
We ask that you sit with BOTH FEET ON THE FLOOR AND
YOUR HANDS SEPARATED IN YOUR LAP. When they are
otherwise it is difficult to read you.
Your reading may consist of one or two parts, a Rose Reading
and/or an Aura Reading. Your questions will be answered immediately following the format. Please write your questions before the reading because there is a tendency to forget them during the reading.
There is no need to concentrate on a specific thing. We only ask
that you stay alert and aware for your reading. You will receive a
recording of your reading, either a CD or if you prefer, we can
send your reading to your email address.

Enjoy your reading!
CDM Spiritual Center
2402 Summit Avenue,
Everett, WA 98201
Phone: 1-425-258-1449
Fax: 1-425-259-5109
Email: cdm@c-d-m.org
Websites: www.c-d-m.org | www.espirit.info

For more information, see our website at www.c-d-m.org

Possible Questions to Ask
You may wish to consider the following ideas when formulating questions:









Your work, relationships, finances and other aspects of your
life
How to create what you want
Your relationship with your body: health, emotions
Your path this lifetime
Psychic experiences that you’ve had
Past lives
Interference between you and your concept of God
How to enhance your inner focus

Rose Reading
The Rose Reading consists of a set of symbols that we as clairvoyant readers visualize and fill with your spiritual energy. This
gives us information about you both as a personality and as an
immortal soul, and helps us better communicate with you.
The first symbol we read is a gauge or thermometer that indicates to what extent you are programmable by what we say in
the reading. Because we are concerned with free will, it is important that you take, from what we say, only that which is correct for you.
There are two clocks at the bottom of this page which indicate
how we can best communicate with you. The first clock is a body
-personality clock, which gives us information about you in this
lifetime. The second clock gives information about you as an entity which has taken many bodies and has a great deal of information.
The sun in the mock-up symbolizes your energy source or the
God of your heart (your own concept of God). We look at the
rose in relationship to the sun to determine how you are in touch
with this Source.
The rose is the central figure in this picture, and it symbolizes
you. The openness of the flower tells us how open you are on a
psychic level and how open you are as a personality to new information. The length of the stem on this rose indicates how long
you have been taking bodies on this planet. Prominent bands on
the stem of the rose indicate past lives pertinent to this life and to
present growth.
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Aura Reading
All things that have consciousness of life continually state the
condition of their being in the form of energy waves. This energy
field is visible to a clairvoyant as organized patterns of color.
The composition and structure of the field varies according to the
person or object being read. Specific information concerning the
attitudes and experiences of a person are recorded in smaller
units of structured energy, visible to a clairvoyant as “images” or
“pictures”.
Each individual reader, because of their particular energy level,
sees colors in his/her unique way; thus each interpretation will
be slightly different.
The aura reading today will consist of basic color interpretations
and will include the symbols in the aura. The aura reader will
look at the main color vibration of each of the seven major layers
of your aura. Each layer relates to one of the seven major chakras, and to the spiritual information contained in that chakra.
The first layer, the layer closest to the body, relates to the first
chakra, which contains your survival information; the second
layer relates to the second chakra, clairsentience; the third layer
relates to the third chakra, energy distribution; the fourth layer
relates to the fourth chakra, affinity; the fifth layer relates to the
fifth chakra, clairaudience; the sixth layer relates to the sixth
chakra, clairvoyance; the seventh layer relates to the seventh
chakra, knowingness. The reader will interpret the color of each
layer to tell you how you are currently using that aspect of your
energy and information.

